
*****Premiere Programming Alert*****

LYNDSAY LAMB AND LESLIE DAVIS BOOST STAGNANT REAL ESTATE LISTINGS IN NEW SEASON
OF HGTV’S 'UNSELLABLE HOUSES' PREMIERING SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, AT 8 PM ET/PT

WHAT: Unsellable Houses

WHERE/WHEN: Unsellable Houses premieres Sunday, September 10, at 8 p.m. ET/PT on HGTV.

WHO: Washington state natives and top-producing real estate agents Lyndsay Lamb and Leslie
Davis will face their most difficult challenges yet to help homeowners sell languishing properties
in 13 new episodes of Unsellable Houses. During the hit series, which attracted 23.4 million
viewers to its last season, the dynamic twin sisters rely on Lyndsay’s expertise in home
renovation, design and staging and Leslie’s budget and negotiation savvy to fight against the
slowing housing market and get top dollar for their clients' homes across the Pacific Northwest.
Unexpected issues, costly repairs and stressful timelines will stretch them to the limit, but the
duo will confidently invest their know-how and even their ownmoney to overhaul stagnant
listings and attract the right buyers.

In the premiere episode, Lyndsay and Leslie will help a couple whose spacious yet outdated
house in Shoreline, Washington, has lagged on the market for more than 30 days. They’ll have
to work fast, as the couple already purchased a new home and are paying two mortgages.
Through bold exterior finishes and a modern bathroom revamp, Lyndsay and Leslie will
transform the house from unsellable to open-house ready.

DIGITAL/SOCIAL: Fans are invited to connect with Unsellable Houses across HGTV’s digital
platforms at HGTV.com/UnsellableHouses and via @HGTV and #UnsellableHouses on Facebook,
Twitter, TikTok and Instagram. They also can connect with Lyndsay and Leslie on Instagram at
@thelyndsaylamb and @thelesliedavis. The new episodes will be available to stream the same
day on Max® and on HGTV GO.

Unsellable Houses is produced by High Noon Entertainment

PHOTOS (COURTESY OF HGTV): Leslie Davis (left) and Lyndsay Lamb (right), stars of Unsellable
Houses
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